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Contrary to most other edited volumes and monographs on film and religion, Moralizing Cinema will not focus upon films (cf. the representation of biblical figures, religious themes in films, the fidelity question in movies), but rather look beyond the film text, content or aesthetics, by concentrating on the cinema-related actions, strategies and policies developed by the Catholic Church and Catholic organizations in order to influence cinema. Whereas the key role of Catholics in cinema has ...

Amazon.com: Moralizing Cinema: Film, Catholicism, and ...

Contrary to most other edited volumes and monographs on film and religion, Moralizing Cinema will not focus upon films (cf. the representation of biblical figures, religious themes in films, the fidelity question in movies), but rather look beyond the film text, content or aesthetics, by concentrating on the cinema-related actions, strategies and policies developed by the Catholic Church and Catholic organizations in order to influence cinema. Whereas the key role of Catholics in cinema has ...

Moralizing Cinema: Film, Catholicism, and Power (Routledge ...

Contrary to most other edited volumes and monographs on film and religion, Moralizing Cinema will not focus upon films (cf. the representation of biblical figures, religious themes in films, the fidelity question in movies), but rather look beyond the film text, content or aesthetics, by concentrating on the cinema-related actions, strategies and policies developed by the Catholic Church and Catholic organizations in order to influence cinema. Whereas the key role of Catholics in cinema has ...

Moralizing Cinema: Film, Catholicism, and Power - 1st ...

Contrary to most other edited volumes and monographs on film and religion, Moralizing Cinema will not focus upon films (cf. the representation of biblical figures, religious themes in films, the fidelity question in movies), but rather look beyond the film text, content or aesthetics, by concentrating on the cinema-related actions, strategies and policies developed by the Catholic Church and Catholic organizations in order to influence cinema. Whereas the key role of Catholics in cinema has ...

Moralizing Cinema | Film, Catholicism, and Power | Taylor ...

Contrary to most other edited volumes and monographs on film and religion, 'Moralizing Cinema' does not focus upon films - such as the representation of biblical figures, religious themes in films, the fidelity question in movies - but rather looks beyond the film text, content or aesthetics, by concentrating on the cinema-related actions, strategies and policies developed by the Catholic Church and Catholic organizations in order to influence cinema.

Moralizing cinema : film, Catholicism and power (Book ...


(PDF) Moralizing cinema: Film, Catholicism and Power

Contrary to most other edited volumes and monographs on film and religion, Moralizing Cinema will not focus upon films (cf. the representation of biblical figures, religious themes in films, the fidelity question in movies), but rather look beyond the film text, content or aesthetics, by concentrating on the cinema-related actions, strategies and policies developed by the Catholic Church and Catholic organizations in order to influence cinema.

Moralizing Cinema: Film, Catholicism, and Power (Routledge ...

Moralizing Cinema : Film, Catholicism, and Power, (Routledge Advances in Film Studies Book 37) edited by Daniel Biltereyest , Daniela Treveri Gennari, (2015 Item Preview remove-circle Share or Embed This Item.

Moralizing Cinema : Film, Catholicism, and Power ...

This volume looks at attempts of Roman Catholicism to influence and (as a notoriously complex social institution) "moralize" cinema beyond questions of representation, namely in terms of film policies, distribution, exhibition, censorship, criticism, and other areas of film culture.

Moralizing cinema : film, Catholicism and power ...


Moralizing cinema : film, Catholicism and power - Ghent ...

Contrary to most other edited volumes and monographs on film and religion, Moralizing Cinema will not focus upon films (cf. the representation of biblical figures, religious themes in films, the fidelity question in movies), but rather look beyond the film text, content or aesthetics, by concentrating on the cinema-related actions, strategies and policies developed by the Catholic Church and Catholic organizations in order to influence cinema.
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**Moralizing cinema: film, Catholicism, and power**
The Roman Catholic Church, Cinema and the "Culture of Dialogue": Italian Catholics and the Movies after the Second World War By DARIO EDOARDO VIGANÒ In 1932, Pope Pius XI gave his blessing to a company to increase the Catholic Church's influence in the international film industry.

**The Roman Catholic Church, Cinema and the “Culture of ...**
Moralizing cinema while attracting audiences: Catholic film exhibition in post-war Rome Daniela Treveri Gennari 20% off when you order from Routledge.com! Moralizing Cinema Film, Catholicism, and Power Edited by Daniel Biltereyst, Ghent University, Belgium and Daniela Treveri Gennari, Oxford Brookes University, UK Series: Routledge Advances in ...

**Moralizing Cinema**
Moralizing Cinema: Film, Catholicism, and Power. Routledge, 2014. External links, Saint Francis of Assisi on IMDb; This article related to a Mexican film of the 1940s is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it This page was last edited on 5 June 2020, at 02:21 (UTC). Text is available under the Creative Commons ...

**Saint Francis of Assisi (film) - Wikipedia**
Moralizing Cinema: Film, Catholicism, and Power. Routledge, 2014. External links. Alberto Gout on IMDb; This Mexican biographical article is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it. This page was last edited on 6 August 2020, at 06:03 (UTC). Text is available ...

**Alberto Gout - Wikipedia**
Contrary to most other edited volumes and monographs on film and religion, Moralizing Cinema will not focus upon films (cf. the representation of biblical figures, religious themes in films, the fidelity question in movies), but rather look beyond the film text, content or aesthetics, by concentrating on the cinema-related actions, strategies and policies developed by the Catholic Church and Catholic organizations in order to influence cinema.

**Moralizing Cinema by Daniel Biltereyst (9780415712644 ...**
"The Rise and Fall of Catholic Hollywood, or from the Production Code to The Da Vinci Code." Moralizing Cinema: Film, Catholicism, and Power.
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